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Tools & Equipment

- Tape Measure
- Table Saw
- Hand File
- Stanley Knife
- Screw Driver
- Drill
- Carpenters Pencil
- Claw Hammer

Introduction

Finger keeper Industrial RP62 is a heavy duty finger-pinch protection device (anti-finger-trapping hinge guard) manufactured from Black EPDM fitted in an Anodised aluminium carrier, that has black inserts to conceal the fixing screws.

The EPDM safety strip prevents fingers being pinched on the hinge side of a door. It is fixed to the door and the jamb on the hinged side.
Installation

Installation Notes: Two RP62’s are required for pivot doors (FIG 2)

A safety barrier which prevents fingers being jammed on the hinge side of the door. It is fixed to the door and the jamb on the hinge side.

Location Butt hinged or centre pivot door.

Seal Lengths 2100mm (max.) Can be cut to length required.

Seal Lengths Anodised satin clear. Reversible brown and white PVC barrier.

Fixing Method Zinc plated, cross recess head S.T. screws of the appropriate size are supplied. Fixing holes are slotted. Push in cover strip.

1. Remove plastic coverstrips. fold RP62 so aluminium meets together (FIG 1) ensuring desired colour is facing outwards, if not remove PVC barrier, rotate and replace into aluminium. Clamp RP62 and machine cut the aluminium and the PVC to size. Neatly biff or centre punch back side of aluminium to lock in PVC barrier preventing movement.

2. With door fully open, position one side of RP62 on door face. Check to make sure other side of RP62 will reach door jamb or stop. Lightly screwfix in centre of every slot (FIG 3).

3. Position other side of RP62 on door stop or jamb. Lightly screwfix in centre of every slot. (FIG 3).

4. Open and shut the door to check for correct latching. Adjust RP62 if needed. Tighten all fixing screws.

5. Measure and cut coverstrip to size. Push in the cover strip. Neatly biff of centre punch each end of aluminium to lock in coverstrip preventing movement.
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Storage and disposal

Finger Keeper Industrial RP62 should be stored indoors. No shelf life is given as this product will not deteriorate in storage. For further information on installation requirements please contact the technical team on: tel 01329 844 500 or email sales@astroflame.com